Visualization of Social Relationship using Dynamic Hierarchy Analyzing
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Abstract. This paper proposes a visualization method to represent user social relationship using dynamic hierarchy method for analysis of social network service. The proposed method uses internal relationship of user correlation and external relation of network node to construct hierarchy relationship by dynamic hierarchy method which can intuitively understand user’s interaction.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the approaches of visualizing social network (SN) including node-link (NL) based methods [1], matrix graph (MAT) based representations [2], and a hybrid based visualizations with NL and MAT [3, 4] have been proposed. The NL based approach can be usefully displayed by the overall structure of a network. However details about dense sub-graphs of the NL methods are difficult to read. To overcome the readability problem of the NL based methods, the MAT based approaches are proposed. These methods can well identify the network nodes in comparison with the NL based methods. But, the methods are poor for path-finding tasks since it is difficult to understand nodes in connection with representing matrix graph [2, 3]. MatLink [3] and MatTrix [4] are hybrid based methods. MatLink method is proposed to overcome a problem of NL and MAT based approaches. Nevertheless, the hybrid based techniques also showed that it is difficult to understand relationship between users [1, 2, 3, 4]. In the above approaches, it is difficult to intuitively understand important of social networks focusing on user because the works use the complicated multi-dimension graph and matrix to visualize nodes in relation to user’s interaction on social network. Also, most of the visualization methods are inadequate to reflect user message into user’s interaction since they use only an amount of access information on social network for representation of user’s relationship.

In order to resolve the limitation of the graph and matrix based visualization approaches, this paper proposes a new visualization method which uses internal
relationship of user correlation and external relation of social network to visualize user relationship hierarchy.

2 The Proposed Method

The proposed method consists of preprocessing, node relation, and visualizing user relationship.

2.1 Preprocessing

In preprocessing phase, social network information is obtained for next phase of calculating user relationship. The preprocessing phase consists of two steps. In first step for internal relationship, after the given user’s messages on SN are decomposed into individual user’s message set, the stop words are removed, and word stemming is removed [5]. Then the user-term frequency matrix $M$ is constructed from user’s message set. Let $M$ be $m \times n$ users by terms matrix, where $m$ is the number of users and $n$ is the number of terms. The element of matrix $M$, $M_{ij}$ represents $i$'th user frequency of $j$’th term [6]. In second step, the access information of social network topology (i.e., mention information, node direction, period, size, etc.) is extracted for external relation.

2.2 Node Relation

This phase consists of calculating internal relationship and computing external relation for constructing user relationship hierarchy of social network. The internal relationship represents correlation between users which is derived from the user’s message of social network. The external relation means the relation between nodes on social network topology with regarding to users. The internal user correlation is derived from user-user correlation matrix. User-user correlation matrix is calculated by a correlation between users and user-term frequency matrix [6].

2.3 Visualizing user relationship

In this section, user relationship hierarchy is visualized by using sum of internal relationship and external relation for social network analysis as follows. First, user-user correlation matrix is reconstructed by using sum of internal relationship and external relation. Second, user correlation graph is constructed by user-user correlation matrix. Third, a constant of internal and external is calculated by average of user element values of user-user correlation matrix. Fourth, user relationship hierarchy is visualized by the user correlation graph and the constant. Final, whenever a social network analyzer is dissatisfied with the results of the visualizing user relationship hierarchy, the user relationship hierarchy can be dynamically reconstructed to adjust a constant range.
3 Conclusions

The proposed method has following advantages. First, the method can well represent user-focused relationship hierarchy on social networks by using user correlation between user’s messages. Second, the importance of access node reflects into user relationship hierarchy by exploiting external relation. Third, the user relationship hierarchy is dynamically constructed by controlling a constant of internal and external relation. Finally, our proposed method can well understand user relationships on account of representing user relationship hierarchy from social networks.
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